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Some days, it's easy to feel friendly or funny or silly. But other days, it's easier to feel mad or mean or
snappy-in other words, to be a crab. In this accessible introduction to moods and feelings, children will
meet an underwater world full of friendly creatures, including a little crab whose changing moods show
that it's okay to have days when you're feeling a little bit under the weather. Things will turn around soon
enough! One June night, a young boy watches as many, many horseshoe crabs come ashore to lay their
eggs. Happy is an adventurous little crab whose world is suddenly turned upside down (literally!) when a
mama and her son discover his large, unbroken shell while on vacation at the beach. After deciding to keep
the shell as a souvenir, the boy unexpectedly feels the crab move inside and is suddenly faced with a
decision: take him home or let him go. His compassion for the crab and thoughtful decision to release him
gently reminds readers of the importance of selflessness and highlights how our environment, relationships,
and experiences contribute greatly to our happiness. The Happy Crab is based on a true story experienced
by Kevin, Layla, and their son, Steevenson, and you can see a video of the actual shell and crab at
TheLetteredCottage.net/TheHappyCrab. From the award-winning creator of Shh! We Have a Plan comes a
vibrantly colorful story about mustering the courage to try something new. Little Crab and Very Big Crab
live in a tiny rock pool near the sea. Today they’re going for a dip in the big ocean. “This is going to be so
great,” says Little Crab, splish-splashing and squelch-squelching along, all the way to the very edge. Then
comes a first glance down at the waves. WHOOSH! Maybe it’s better if they don’t go in? With vivid colors,
bold shapes, and his trademark visual humor, Chris Haughton shows that sometimes a gentle “don’t worry,
I’m here” can keep tentative little crabs sidestepping ahead — and help them discover the brilliant worlds
that await when they take the plunge. When the tide is out, the curtain is up on this clever tale of an
underwater, watercolor ballet featuring dancing crabs and all of their aquatic friends from children’s book
author and poet Renée LaTulippe and illustrator Cécile Metzger. “Beautiful, original,
entertaining.”—Midwest Book Review Welcome. Enter. Sit right there. The Crab Ballet is about to begin!
This spectacular seaside show, starring dancing crabs, an aquatic corps de ballet, and a cast of French
ballet terms, is sure to delight ballet dancers of all stripes. Kids will love reading all about crabs and
strengthening their reading skills. Simple text explaining what crabs look like, where they live, and what
they like to eat will be alongside colorful full-bleed images. This title is complete with bolded glossary
words, a picture glossary, and a Some Kinds of Crabs page, which will show a few different crab species.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Junior is an imprint of
Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO. The unexpected and fascinating interspecies relationship between humans
and horseshoe crabs. Horseshoe crabs are considered both a prehistoric and indicator species. They have
not changed in tens of millions of years and provide useful data to scientists who monitor the health of the
environment. From the pharmaceutical industry to paleontologists to the fishing industry, the horseshoe

crab has made vast, but largely unknown, contributions to human life and our shared ecosystem. Catch and
Release examines how these intersections steer the trajectory of both species’ lives, and futures. Based on
interviews with conservationists, field biologists, ecologists, and paleontologists over three years of
fieldwork on urban beaches, noted ethnographer Lisa Jean Moore shows how humans literally harvest the
life out of the horseshoe crabs. We use them as markers for understanding geologic time, collect them for
agricultural fertilizer, and eat them as delicacies, capture them as bait, then rescue them for conservation,
and categorize them as endangered. The book details the biomedical bleeding of crabs; how they are
caught, drained of 40% of their blood, and then released back into their habitat. The model of catch and
release is essential. Horseshoe crabs cannot be bred in captivity and can only survive in their own
ecosystems. Moore shows how horseshoe crabs are used as an exploitable resource, and are now
considered a “vulnerable” species. An investigation of how humans approach animals that are essential for
their survival, Catch and Release questions whether humans should have divine, moral, or ethical claims to
any living being in their path. Åke, a young river crab, is willing to sacrifice anything to save his mother,
who is caught in a fish net. Surviving almost unmolested for 300 million years, the horseshoe crab is now
the object of an intense legal and ethical struggle involving marine biologists, environmentalists, US
government officials, biotechnologists, and international corporations. The source of this friction is the
discovery 25 years ago that the blood of these ancient creatures serves as the basis for the most reliable
test for the deadly and ubiquitous gram-negative bacteria. These bacteria are responsible for life-
threatening diseases like menengitis, typhoid, E. coli, Legionnaire's Disease and toxic shock syndrome.
Because every drug certified by the FDA must be tested using the horseshoe crab derivative known as
Limulus lysate, a multimillion dollar industry has emerged involving the license to "bleed" horseshoe crabs
and the rights to their breeding grounds. Since his youthful fascination with these ancient creatures,
William Sargent has spent much of his life observing, studying, and collecting horseshoe crabs. As a result,
he presents a thoroughly accessible insider's guide to the discovery of the lysate test, the exploitation of the
crabs at the hands of multinational pharmaceutical conglomerates, local fishing interests, and the legal and
governmental wrangling over the creatures' ultimate fate. In the end, the story of the horseshoe crab is a
sobering reflection on the unintended consequences of scientific progress and the danger of self-regulated
industries controlling a limited natural resource. Combines a natural history of the Atlantic blue crab with
an historical and ecological study of Chesapeake Bay and a chronicle of the commercial crabber's year
Crabs and oysters take center stage as Chef Bill Smith conveys his passion for preparing these sumptuous
shellfish long associated with southern coastlines. Smith's sensibilities as a North Carolinian born and
raised down east are vibrantly on display as he recalls the joy of growing up catching crabs and shucking
oysters. Smith traveled the coastline, visited with crab fishermen and oyster farmers, and dove deep into a
library's worth of regional cookbooks and collections of heirloom recipes from seaside communities, notably
in North Carolina and Louisiana. His collection of fifty recipes, organized by courses, ranges from simple,
everyday preparations to elaborate ones suitable for fancy parties. From Crabmeat Cobbler, Roasted
Oysters, and Hard-Crab Stew with White Cornmeal Dumplings, to Crabmeat Ravigotte and Oyster
Shortcake, cooks will find a succulent recipe for every occasion. The book includes seasonal selection
information and detailed cleaning and preparation instructions for hard- and soft-shell crabs and oysters.
Bella the Blue Crab is a wonderful story of a brave little she-crab who helps save the Chesapeake Bay. Bella
is a positive role model who enjoys helping her fellow sea creatures with acts of kindness and bravery.
Bella's story comes alive through the beautifully animated pictures of the Chesapeake Bay, where the
Maryland blue crab is celebrated and enjoyed! Thought dead by the public, a horde of giant mutant crabs
returns to terrorize the countryside A richly illustrated folding guide to over thirty species of crabs and
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hermit crabs from Oregon to BC. Herman the hermit crab and his friends discover a mysterious black shiny
object on the beach. All the other hermit crabs are curious to discover what the object is, but only Herman
is brave enough to investigate. What is a crab? What significance do crabs play in the world? In Crab,
Cynthia Chris reveals that these charming creatures are social by nature, creative problem-solvers, and
invaluable members of the environments in which they live. Their formidable physical forms, their hard-to-
harvest and quick-to-spoil flesh, and their sassy demeanor have inspired artists and writers from Vincent
van Gogh to Jean-Paul Sartre. Chris sketches vivid portraits of these animals, tracing the history of the crab
through its ancient fossil record to its essential role in protecting its own habitats from the threat of climate
change. Interest in land crabs has burgeoned as biologists have increasingly focused on the evolution of
terrestriality. Before the publication of this volume in 1988, there had been no single comprehensive source
of information to serve biologists interested in the diverse aspects of terrestrial decapod crustacean.
Biology of the Land Crabs was the first synthesis of recent and long-established findings on brachyuran and
anomuran crustaceans that have evolved varying degrees of adaptation for life on land. Chapters by leading
researchers take a coordinated evolutionary and comparative approach to systematics and evolution,
ecology, behaviour, reproduction, growth and molting, ion and water balance, respiration and circulation,
and energetics and locomotion. Each discusses how terrestrial species have become adapted from ancestral
freshwater or marine forms. With its extensive bibliography and comprehensive index, including the natural
history of nearly eighty species of brachyuran and anomuran crabs, Biology of the Land Crabs will continue
to be an invaluable reference for researchers and advanced students. Chadwick, a Chesapeake Bay crab,
yearns for adventure and finds it in a most dangerous form, prompting the birds and marine animals who
share the Bay to come to his rescue on the mainland. Text and photographs introduce the physical
characteristics and behavior of crabs. Thousands of ravenous tiny shorebirds race along the water’s edge of
Delaware Bay, feasting on pin-sized horseshoe-crab eggs. Fueled by millions of eggs, the migrating red
knots fly on. When they arrive at last in their arctic breeding grounds, they will have completed a near-
miraculous 9,000-mile journey that began in Tierra del Fuego. Deborah Cramer followed these knots, whose
numbers have declined by 75 percent, on their extraordinary odyssey from one end of the earth to the
other—from an isolated beach at the tip of South America all the way to the icy tundra. In her firsthand
account, she explores how diminishing a single stopover can compromise the birds' entire journey, and how
the loss of horseshoe crabs—ancient animals that come ashore but once a year—threatens not only the
survival of red knots but also human well-being: the unparalleled ability of horseshoe-crab blood to detect
harmful bacteria in vaccines, medical devices, and intravenous drugs safeguards human health. Cramer
offers unique insight into how, on an increasingly fragile and congested shore, the lives of red knots,
horseshoe crabs, and humans are intertwined. She eloquently portrays the tenacity of small birds and the
courage of many people who, bird by bird and beach by beach, keep red knots flying. With species existing
in all subpolar seas, king crabs are one of the most valuable seafoods. Major fluctuations in their
abundance have stimulated a flurry of research and a rapid expansion of the scientific literature in the last
decade. King Crabs of the World: Biology and Fisheries Management consolidates extensive knowledge on
the biology, sys Cracker the Crab and the Sideways Afternoon is a fictional children's book that will appeal
to a wide range of age groups. It can be read aloud to younger children, and read alone by older children,
and parents will enjoy it as well. The book's message is that even a little bit of kindness can be life-
changing. Cracker's "sideways afternoon" teaches him lessons about being kind, showing forgiveness, being
a hero, feeling too proud, accepting others and himself, and listening to his inner voice to find his way home
-- good lessons to learn at any age. Presents a portrait of the Delaware Bay in the spring when a wide
variety of animals, including minnows, mice, turtles, raccoons, and especially migrating shorebirds, come to
feed on the billions of eggs laid by horseshoe crabs. A family goes crabbing on the beach, but can't seem to
find any crabs--only the reader can see where they are hiding. The world’s nearly 7,000 species of crabs are
immediately recognizable by their claws, sideways movement, stalked eyes, and thick outer shells. These
common crustaceans are found internationally, thriving in various habitats from the edge of the sea to the
depths of the ocean, in fresh water or on land. Despite having the same basic body type as decapod
crustaceans—true crabs have heavy exoskeletons and ten limbs with front pincer claws—crabs come in an
enormous variety of shapes and sizes, from the near microscopic to the giant Japanese spider crab. In

Walking Sideways, Judith S. Weis provides an engaging and informative tour of the remarkable world of
crabs, highlighting their unique biology and natural history. She introduces us to recently discovered crabs
such as the Yeti crab found in deep sea vents, explains what scientists are learning about blue and hermit
crabs commonly found at the shore, and gives us insight into the lifecycles of the king and Dungeness crabs
typically seen only on dinner plates. Among the topics Weis covers are the evolution and classification of
crabs, their habitats, unique adaptations to water and land, reproduction and development, behavior,
ecology, and threats, including up-to-date research. Crabs are of special interest to biologists for their
communication behaviors, sexual dimorphism, and use of chemical stimuli and touch receptors, and Weis
explains the importance of new scientific discoveries. In addition to the traditional ten-legged crabs, the
book also treats those that appear eight-legged, including hermit crabs, king crabs, and sand crabs.
Sidebars address topics of special interest, such as the relationship of lobsters to crabs and medical uses of
compounds derived from horseshoe crabs (which aren’t really crabs). While Weis emphasizes conservation
and the threats that crabs face, she also addresses the use of crabs as food (detailing how crabs are caught
and cooked) and their commercial value from fisheries and aquaculture. She highlights other interactions
between crabs and people, including keeping hermit crabs as pets or studying marine species in the
laboratory and field. Reminding us of characters such as The Little Mermaid’s Sebastian and Sherman
Lagoon’s Hawthorne, she also surveys the role of crabs in literature (for both children and adults), film, and
television, as well in mythology and astrology. With illustrations that offer delightful visual evidence of crab
diversity and their unique behaviors, Walking Sideways will appeal to anyone who has encountered these
fascinating animals on the beach, at an aquarium, or in the kitchen. An entertaining story that's wonderfully
illustrated and helps readers learn about never giving up and enjoying every moment. Swim along with two
adventurous crabs on a quest in the ocean! Curtis the Crab and his sister, Chloe, are on a mission to a
mystical place. While on their journey, their path is blocked by a few difficult situations. Will they be able to
get past them to find what they are looking for? If your children like rhyming stories and bright, charming
illustrations, they will love this heartwarming story about enjoying the moment, never giving up, and sibling
love. When real estate agent Diana Sullivan, raised in affluent in Chevy Chase, steps from her car onto the
gravel parking lot of Mattingly's General Store in June 1957, she enters an unfamiliar world--the isolated
and rural 7th District of St. Mary's County in Southern Maryland. As she walks toward the store seeking
directions, she is jostled by a young man. While Harry helps Diana retrieve the scattered contents of her
purse, he gives her a preview of the local vernacular and mannerisms. Although Diana leaves the young
waterman in anger after this volatile first meeting, she will welcome Harry's assistance later in the day. In
time, Diana grows to love Harry, his family, and the region's culture. She enjoys the warmth and
acceptance of the locals, a tightly knit community of watermen and tobacco farmers, many of whose
families' roots extent back to Southern Maryland's colonial days. However, she knows that her upper-class
family would disapprove of her involvement with these rural people. Soon, critical external pressures buffet
the cocoon that Diana and Harry have spun around their relationship, causing the two lovers to question
whether their love can survive. Join Crab and Snail in the surf zone, where they think deep thoughts and
have unforgettable seaside adventures, in this graphic early reader series debut by New York Times
bestselling author Beth Ferry and beloved illustrator Jared Chapman. The never-ending rain is putting a
damper on Crab and Snail’s plans for a sunny, funny day. So when the BBFs (Best Beach Friends) realize
that it’s only raining on them, they put their heads together and consult one know-it-all gull (he really does
know it all!) to get to the bottom of it. By the time the rain clears, the duo will have made a new friend and
learned something new and wonderful about friendship! Crab and Snail are everyone’s next favorite
characters in the graphic early reader space. Fans of Narwhal & Jelly; Pea, Bee, & Jay; and Arlo & Pips will
love these quirky characters and clever stories. "A character-based volume that reads like a cross between
SpongeBob SquarePants and The Muppet Show."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) For aficionados of
one of the world's most delectable crustaceans an indispensable handbook chock full of lore, legends, &
recipes. A richly illustrated natural history of the world's crabs that examines their diversity, ecology,
anatomy, behavior, and more This lavishly illustrated book offers a remarkable look at the world’s crabs.
More than 7,000 crab species, in 100 different families, are known today. Their unique physiology and
complex behaviors have made them one of the most diverse and adaptable of all animal groups. They can
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thrive in the darkness of abyssal seas, on the edges of scalding hot volcanic hydrothermal vents, on sunlit
coral reefs, on wave-washed rocky shores, and in tropical rain forests at the tops of mountains. They even
persist in some of the harshest desert conditions. Playing a vital role in marine and coastal ecology, crabs
have been identified as keystone species in habitats such as coral reefs and coastal tropical swamps. Crabs
comprises five chapters: evolutionary pathways; anatomy and physiology; ecology; reproduction, cognition,
and behavior; and exploitation and conservation. Individual chapters include a variety of subtopics, each
illustrated by exceptional images, and followed by numerous double full-page species’ profiles. Each profile
has been chosen to emphasize remarkable and intriguing aspects of the life of these fascinating creatures.
Some species may be familiar, but many are beyond anything you have probably seen before and will
stretch your understanding of what a crab is. Written by a world authority, Crabs offers an accessible
overview of these fascinating crustaceans. More than 190 spectacular color photographs Accessible and
well-organized chapters Full profiles on 42 iconic species from across the world Introduces the physical
characteristics and habitats of crustaceans, from lobsters and shrimps to sow bugs and barnacles. As low
tide comes and the salty water slips away, a sleek little horseshoe crab learns how taking critters and
creatures for a ride could save his life! The Bumpy, Lumpy Horseshoe Crab is a horseshoe crab adventure
with a happy ending. This picture book has a whimsical, rhyming style, and portrays horseshoe crabs
exhibiting behaviors that they commonly use in real life. It's the perfect choice for a family read-aloud for
children 3-10 years old. It also is a great tool for teachers who are studying marine life, tidepools, or coastal
sea animals. The fun, colorful, simply drawn illustrations are expressive, and bring each sea creature to life.
Although two horseshoe crabs are the central characters, periwinkles, limpets, barnacles, and green and
Jonah crabs are also portrayed in the story. At the end of the story, there are pages containing information
about horseshoe crabs and other sea animals that appear in the story. The Bumpy, Lumpy Horseshoe Crab
is the first book in Petrie's sea animal series. Did You Make the Hole in the Shell in the Sea? and
Something's Tugging on My Claw! are two award winning books that complete Petrie's three book
rhythmic, rhyming, and colorful series. Åke, a young river crab, is willing to sacrifice anything to save his
mother, who is caught in a fish net. With species existing in all subpolar seas, king crabs are one of the
most valuable seafoods. Major fluctuations in their abundance have stimulated a flurry of research and a
rapid expansion of the scientific literature in the last decade. King Crabs of the World: Biology and
Fisheries Management consolidates extensive knowledge on the biology, systematics, anatomy, life history,
and fisheries of king crabs and presents it in a single volume. This book is the first comprehensive scientific
reference devoted to the biology and fisheries of king crabs. The first part of the book describes king crabs
and their place in the world, covering geographic distribution, depth and temperature ranges, and maps of
known habitats. Chapters examine phylogenetic relationships, evolutionary history and phylogeography,
internal and external anatomy of king crabs, and the history of North Pacific fisheries. There is also a
chapter that presents a comprehensive overview of diseases and other anomalies of king crabs. The second
part of the book describes the life history and biology of various king crab species, including embryonic
development and environmental factors, the development and biology of larvae, the ecology and biology of
juvenile stages, reproductive strategies of fished species, and the growth and feeding of king crabs and
their ecological impacts. The third part of the book discusses human and environmental interactions with
king crabs through fisheries, management, and ecosystems. Topics include the impacts of fishing—bycatch,
handling, and discard mortality—king crab aquaculture and stock enhancement, and king crabs from
various regions such as Southern Hemisphere waters, the Barents Sea, and Alaska. A chapter synthesizing
various aspects of king crab biology provides an ecosystem-scale perspective and the final chapter presents
the author’s outlook on the future of king crab research and populations. The world's nearly 7,000 species
of crabs are immediately recognizable by their claws, sideways movement, stalked eyes, and thick outer
shells. These common crustaceans are found internationally, thriving in various habitats from the edge of
the sea to the depths of the ocean, in fresh water or on land. Despite having the same basic body type as
decapod crustaceans-true crabs have heavy exoskeletons and ten limbs with front pincer claws-crabs come
in an enormous variety of shapes and sizes, from the near microscopic to the giant Japanese spider crab. In
Walking Sideways, Judith S. Weis provides an engaging and informative tour of the remarkable world of
crabs, highlighting their unique biology and natural history. She introduces us to recently discovered crabs

such as the Yeti crab found in deep sea vents, explains what scientists are learning about blue and hermit
crabs commonly found at the shore, and gives us insight into the lifecycles of the king and Dungeness crabs
typically seen only on dinner plates. Among the topics Weis covers are the evolution and classification of
crabs, their habitats, unique adaptations to water and land, reproduction and development, behavior,
ecology, and threats, including up-to-date research. Crabs are of special interest to biologists for their
communication behaviors, sexual dimorphism, and use of chemical stimuli and touch receptors, and Weis
explains the importance of new scientific discoveries. In addition to the traditional ten-legged crabs, the
book also treats those that appear eight-legged, including hermit crabs, king crabs, and sand crabs.
Sidebars address topics of special interest, such as the relationship of lobsters to crabs and medical uses of
compounds derived from horseshoe crabs (which aren't really crabs). While Weis emphasizes conservation
and the threats that crabs face, she also addresses the use of crabs as food (detailing how crabs are caught
and cooked) and their commercial value from fisheries and aquaculture. She highlights other interactions
between crabs and people, including keeping hermit crabs as pets or studying marine species in the
laboratory and field. Reminding us of characters such as The Little Mermaid's Sebastian and Sherman
Lagoon's Hawthorne, she also surveys the role of crabs in literature (for both children and adults), film, and
television, as well in mythology and astrology. With illustrations that offer delightful visual evidence of crab
diversity and their unique behaviors, Walking Sideways will appeal to anyone who has encountered these
fascinating animals on the beach, at an aquarium, or in the kitchen. Theme: Feeling Grumpy. Crabby Crab
is not in a good mood. No, Crabby Crab would rather complain than do anything else! Young readers will be
drawn in by this humorous look into an all-too-familiar situation, and be comforted in the end. Chris
Raschka’s expert balance of visual and textual humor will charm even the grumpiest of readers!
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